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This is Yesper and Noper. They live in a house on the 
top of a hill. Yesper and Noper are very good friends, 
even though they are very different. 

Yesper says ”YES” to everything, and Noper says 
”NO” to everything. 



The house is full of Yesper’s things. Because whenever a salesman comes to the 
door wanting to sell something, Yesper always says ”YES”. Especially to lamps. 
But Noper thinks they have enough lamps now. 

So one day Noper says ”NO, enough is enough.” They have to build a wall so that 
they can each have their own room. Then Yesper can have as many lamps as he likes. 
”YES,” Yesper agrees.



One day a man selling drums knocks at the door. 
He asks if Yesper wants to buy a drum. 
”YES,” says Yesper, eagerly. It would be nice to have a drum.

Soon Noper has had enough of the drumming. 
He tells Yesper that they will have to split the 
house in two. Yesper immediately says ”YES.”



Yesper has to build more floors to get enough room 
for all his things. The house grows higher and higher. 
In the end, Noper can no longer see the sun from his 
house. So Noper says to Yesper that he will have to 
move his house elsewhere. ”YES”, says Yesper.

Yesper puts his house on the 
roofrack of his car and drives up 
on to the neighbouring hill. So then 
there is a Yes-hill and a No-hill. And 
there is plenty of space. And peace 
and quiet. The sun shines down on 
them both. 

But one day, Yesper decides that he 
is bored.



Yesper asks Noper if he wants some buns. ”NO,” Noper replies. 
Yesper asks Noper if he wants one of his lamps. ”NO,” Noper says. 
Then Yesper asks if Noper wants to go for a drive. ”NOPE,” Noper says. 

This makes Yesper sad. Noper always says ”NO”. 
He can even say ”NO” in hundreds of different languages.



Yesper thinks long and hard. Can 
he think of a way to make Noper 
say something other than ”NO”? 

Yesper thinks for the whole 
evening and the whole night. 

By the morning, he has a plan.



Yesper drives over to Noper’s house and says: 
”Hi Noper. You wouldn’t say no to a drive, would you?” 
”NO,” Noper replies.



So Yesper and Noper go for a drive. 
Yesper takes his drum with him so they 
can have some music on the way.

They eat buns all the way. So many 
that they get tummyache and soon 
there is not much room left in the car.

”You wouldn’t say no to a bun, would you?” 
Yesper asks Noper. ”NO,” Noper replies. 
Then Yesper asks ”And you wouldn’t say no to 
driving all the way to another country?”
”NO,” Noper says. 



They see a hitchhiker by the side of the 
road. Noper thinks that he looks suspicious. 
The hitchhiker asks if he can hitch a ride to 
another country. ”YES,” Yesper says. 

The hitchhiker helps himself to the rest of the 
buns without asking. Then he says that he 
wants to steal Yesper’s car. ”YES,” Yesper says, 
a bit too hastily.



Yesper and Noper sit by the roadside. After a while a lamp 
salesman passes and asks if they want to buy a nice lamp. 
”YES,” says Yesper.

As darkness falls, a crocodile comes along. 
She asks if she can eat them. 



And as usual, Yesper says ”YES”. So the crocodile 
swallows both Yesper and Noper and then the big 
drum and the lamp. 

When she has finished her meal, she lets out a long 
resounding belch.



It is very dark inside the crocodile. Yesper and 
Noper are frightened, so they pull their hats and 

hoods down over their eyes. But that only makes it 
darker. 

So they switch on the new lamp. 



Then they discover the car thief in Yesper’s 
car. ”It’s mine, it’s mine!” shouts the car 
thief as he holds on to the car. 

To which Noper replies in a loud, booming voice: ”NO!” 
And then they whack the thief on the bottom with 

Yesper’s drumsticks.



They jam the lamp in the crocodile’s mouth. 
Then they throw themselves into car and 
put it into top gear. 



The crocodile is furious and protests when they zoom out of her 
mouth. Noper shouts a resounding ”NO!” in crocodile language, 
because they do not want to go back into her horrible, dark stomach. 

Yesper is glad that Noper is so good at speaking foreign languages.



They drive home without stopping. 
Yesper says that it has been an exciting adventure. 
”YES,” Noper replies.
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